
3rd December 2021 
 

Returns 
 

“They say no one returns.” 
Catullus, Carmina  

 

In his numerous writings under the title of Carmina, the first century 

Roman poet, Catullus, reflects on the meaning of life, and, in the quote 

above, points to the inevitability of death. “Now he goes along the 

darksome road,” he writes, “thither whence they say no one returns.” He 

is right, of course, for no one “returns”, comes back, from death. 

 But what about “returns” when it’s not something happening  to me, 

but an action  I take on something else? We can’t say that “no one returns” 

then. Think of an on-line purchase, or a store-bought item. It may be the 

wrong size, or damaged, or simply unsuitable. So, we return it “thither 

whence” and it becomes one of our “returns”. As I write this, there’s a 

parcel in my hall that has a “returns” label on it. I know exactly where it’s 

going! There might be a few more of these in the run-up to Christmas too 

– and maybe even more “returns” afterwards! And don’t we sometimes 

talk about buying things on a “sale or return” basis?  

Has it been your birthday recently? It’s common for the words “many 

happy returns” to be included in a card or a verbal birthday greeting. May 

good days come back, return to you, again and again. In Italian, when 

someone is thanked – grazie – there will invariably be the response, 

“you’re welcome” – prego – as the gratitude and courtesy is returned. 

 My granny often said, “You gie wi’ ane haun’, an’ you get back wi’ 

the ither.” You give of your substance and compassion, and your goodness 

will, inevitably, be returned – in some fashion or by some person. You give 

love, creating a climate of caring and giving, and you will get your returns. 

It’s not that we expect such returns, but when community and 

togetherness work well, it’s surely about giving and receiving all  the time.  

 “Do as you would be done by” we’re told. If we’re the ones who 

initiate the “returns”, then love should be returning again and again from 

person to person.  Catullus is right, there are no returns from the darksome 

road of death, but there are surely many returns we can value in life.  

 

A prayer for today 
Loving God, you give me your love freely, and without condition.  

The least I can do is to give something back in return. Will my love do? Amen 
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